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1. Introiluction

B. J. Tomiuk and P. K. Wong have defined in [14, p. 654] an element
u of a Banach algebra A tobe wealcly semi-comgtletelg continuoas (w.s.c.c.)
if the map n+lnnlt is a weakly compact operator la, p. 482l on -4. Ono
c.f their results [I4, Theorem 5.2f states that, a C*-algebra A is d,ual, (cf .
e.g. [3, p. 99]) if and only if every elemenb of A is w.s.c.c. In this paper
we extend this theorem in two directions. fn section 2 we show that / is
already dual if for every positive u e A the image of the unit ball of /
is relatively weakly (i.e. o(A,.4*)) compact und.er some mapping r r-> I"(r\
where F"(r) is a finite product of positive po.wers of tz anrl r (its form
depending on u). On the other hand, it, is known that a C*-algebra is
dual if and only if its every element is compact [f , p. 17]. (An element tz.

of a Banach algebra .4 is called compa,ct, if the map n+ unu is a compact
operator on -4.) fn section 3 we prove that, even for a single element of
a C*-algebra compactness and weak semi-complete continuity are
equivalent. Combined with Theorem 3.1 in [I8] this result sho'ws that, for
a C*-algebra A and u e A, the weak compactness of the tu-o-sided
multiplication operator fr > uxu already implies the r.veak compactness of
the operators z + ur an"d r > r1r. This is in striking contrast rvith the
corresponding situation for compact instead of weakly compact multi-
plication operators. Indeed, it follows from Theorem 3 in [15] that if Z'
is any Barrach space and L(E) the Banach algebra of all bounded linear
operators an E, then the map X r-> TXT is a compact operator on L(E)
for every compact operator f e L(E), but neither X -> ?X nor X v+ XT
is a compact operator on L(E) for any nonzero T e L(E), unless .E is
finite-dimensional.

fn section 4 (Corollary 3) we give one further characterization of dual
C*-algebras. A C*-algebra turns out to be dual if and only if its positive
cone is the closed convex hull of the union of its extreme rays. This criterion
is obtained as a, consequence of a characterization of the extreme rays of
the positive cone of a C*-algebra (Theorem 4.1).

2. Monomial actions and dual C*-algebras

Definition. Let A be an algebra and u € A. The mapping F*: A--> A
is called a monomi,al, anti,on of u on A, if therc is a finite sequence dr, . . ., d,
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where each
that

di is 1 or -1 (both t and -1 occurriog at least once), such

?,(r) - TJ z-tl@ * x) * di(u - n)7, x e A.
j:t

We now give a generalization and alternative proof of Theorem 5.2 in
[14].

Theorem 2.1. The C*-al,gebra A is d,ual i,f and, only if for euery pos'it'i,ue

u e A there is sorrue rnutlornial, acti,on of u on A which maps the unit ball,

of A 'i,nto a wealdy compact set.

Proof. If -4 is dual, then the operator te zr is weakly compact for
all u e .4 (see [9, p. 21], [3, p. 99]). Let us suppose, conversely, that the
monomial action condition is satisfied. Let B be an arbitrary maximal
commutative x-subalgebra of A. Lel u € B be positive and r r-> E"(r)
a monomial action of z on B such lhat X" maps the unit ball § of B
into a o(8, B*)-compact subset of B. (Observe that B is o(4, ,4*)-closed
and the relative o(A , A*)-topology on B is the same as o(.B, B*).) By
commutativity I"(r) : v,nx6a , r e B, for some positive integers m arrd
n. Denote S* : {y e BIA > 0 , llyil S t}. B5r spectral theory §+ :
{y"lA e S+), and so u*S+ is relatively o(B , B*)-compact. Since the
operator n i>lt*n maps § into u^(S+ - §+ * i(§+ - B+)) , 'tt'* is a

weakly completely continuous (w.c.c.) element of B in the sense of [8]
and [18], and so is z : (u*)'l^, lvhich is a norm limit of polynomials in
u^ lnaving no constant term. (The w.c.c. elements of B form a closed

ideal.) Thus every element of B is w.c.c. since its every positive element
is w.c.c. and B - B+-B++i(B+- B+), where B',:{r €Blr}0}.
By Lemma 5 in [9, p. 20] the maximal ideal space of every maximal com-
mutative x-subalgebra of A is discrete, and so ,4 is dual by [10, Theorem l].

Corollary. Let r " A : 2-1(ry * am) d'enote the Jord,an prod,uct i,n the

C*-algebra A. A is d,ual, i,f and, only i,f the mayt n+uor 'i,8 a wealdy

comltact operator on A for euerg u e A.
Proof.If ,4 is dual, the operator fr> u o z is rveakly compact, because

the operators tr» ur ancl ?:å?:'LL al'e so (see 19, p.2l], [3, p.99]). The
converse follo'r'vs from the above theorem (or p4, Theorern 5.2]) and the
well-known identity

,tlfr?,t, : 2(rc " (tt," ej)) - xL2 o fr .

3. A eharacterization

If A is a Banach
denote the spectrum of

of weakly semi-corÅpleteXy continuous elements

algebra with identity and n e A, we let Spo*
n. For an arbitrary C*-algebra A and n e A,
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Splor will stand for S?d,r, rvhere Ar is the C*-algebra obtained by
adjoining an identity bo A.

Lemma 3.1. If u is a self-ad,joint w.s.c.c. element of the C*-algebra A,
then Sp)u consi,sts of a countable number of points, wh'i,ch can aocumul,ate

only i,n the origin.
Proof.Let A* be the sub-C*-algebra of A generahed'by u. Since ^4,

is commutative, the map fr r> uzr is a weakly compact operator on A*.
(Observe that' A, is o(-4 , -4*)-closed and the relative o(A , A*)-t'opology
ort A. agrees willn o(A*, A:).) By theorem 3.1 in llSl uz is a compact
element of Au, so that by Theorems 1.4 and I.6 in [16] Sp),u' is countable

and can accumulate only in the origin. Theorem 1.6.10 in [11, p. 32] shows

that Sp) w has the seme properties, and so has Sp'uu, because Spru :
Bp|*u [3, Proposition I.3.10].

The next lemma is due to Ogasawara [8, p. 36I]. The proof of Proposition
2 n ll2, p. 6611 contains a different method. We sketch still another proof
based on a characterization of semi-simple finite-dimensional Banach
algebras due to f. Kaplansky.

Lemms 3.2. Euery refleri,ae C*-algebra is fi,nite-d,imens'ional.
Proof. Let A be a reflexive C*-algebra. Then ^4 has an identity I by

the theorems of Alaoglu-Bourbaki and Krein-Milman, and Proposition 1.6.I
in f I3l. Alternatively, apply [3, Cor. 12.1.3, p. 236]. For any u e A, let
/, denote the closed subalgebra of .4 generated by z and l. Choose an
arbitrary r€A and.writ'e r:a*ib with a and Ö self-ad.joint.Then
24., is isometrically isomorphic t'o C(X) for some compact Hausdorff space

X. Since C(X) is reflexive 14, p.671, the characteristic function of every
singleton is continuous, and so X is finite. Similarly, At is finite-
dimensional. It follows that A, is the linear span of a finite set

{l ,o,b}U{aibhlt <j <nr, | 1k <n} so that SporcSpa*n isfinite.
An application of Lemma 7 inl7, p.376] completes the proof.

We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.1. Let A be a C*-algebracr,nil, u e A. Theoperator n+'ttn'tt
on, A is compact i'f anil, only i,f it i,s wealclg com,pact.

Proof. The weakly compact operators on -4. form a t'rvo-sid.ed ideal of
L(A) 14, p. aSal.It follows easily lhat g* ,ry and yn are \r'.s.c.c. if g e A
is w.s.c.c. and r €,4. Assume that u€A is w.s.c.c. Then u*u is a self-

adjoint w.s.c.c. element of A. If A is realized as a sub-C*-algebra of
L(H) for a Hilbert space .81, then Bp'.au*u: Spl*ru*u 13, p. 81, so that
the spectrum of u*u as an operator on ä is by Lemma 3.1 countable
and can accumulate only in the origin, the nonzero part in that spectrum
being the same &s in Sgfrgru*u. Therefore the method used in the proof
of Theorem 3.8 in [16] yields a representation u*u - \ )',e^, where each
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e, is a w.s.c.c. projection, X*) 0, and the series converges in norm. Since
the closed unit ball of enAeo is o(A , A*)-compact and thus
o(e,Aeo, (e"Ae")*)-compact, the C*-algebra e^Ae* is reflexive 14, p. 425f,
and therefore finite-dimensional by Lemma 3.2.It follows from Theorem
3.10 in [f 6] that lul: (u*u)'t' :2 ),!j'e^ is a compact element of A,
and so is lz* | : (uu*)tl2 by a similar argument. Since the map # + lul r lu*l
is a compact operator on A by Theorem 3.9 in [16], so is the map
nåufru:slulrlu*lt*, where u:slul and u*:tlu*l are the polar
decompositions of u and. z*. The »only if» part being obvious, the theorem
is proved.

Combined with the theory of the compact elements of C*-algebras the
above theorem yields many corollaries. lVe state explicitly the analogue
of Corollary 2 in [18], section 3.

Corollary. Let H be a Hilbert space amd, A an,i,rued,uci,ble sub-C*-algebra
of L(H). Then T e A is a compact operator on H i,f anil, only if the magt
X r-> TXT ,is a wealcly compact operator on A.

Proof . Since the compactness of the operator X r-> TXT on A is
equivalent to the compactness of 7 (see p5, Theorem 3l and 116, Corollary
2, p. l5]), the corollary is a consequence of Theorem 3.1.

4. The extreme rays of the positive eone

There are several equivalent definitions of an extreme ray of a convex
cone in a real vector space (see e.g. [2, pp. 98-99]). X'or example, a geometric
characterization requires the relative complement of the ray with respect
to the cone to be convex. fn dealing with the extreme rays of the positive
cone of a C*-algebra the description we give below, valid for a,ny convex
proper (pointed) cones (see [2, pp. I00-l0f]), turns out to be particularly
convenient. Let A be a C*-algebra and ae A, 0{at'|. Denote
R1 : {,1 € RI,l > 0}. The ray dn : R+o generated by o is called an
extremerayof thepositivecone P:{ueAlu>0} if q,-beP for
ö € P implies ä € ö". The definition is clearly independent of the choice
of the generator a of Lhe ray. Note that we have adopted the convention
of including the endpoint 0 in the rays of P. To avoid trivialities, the
C*-algebras we consider are assumed to contain nonzero elements.

Theorem 4.1. Let A be a C*-algebra, P - {u e Alu } 0}, anil,
0 * a e P. Then ä, : R+o ,i,s an ertreme ray of P i,f and, only i,f uAa is
one-d,,i,mensional,, i,n wh,ich case a: d.e for some projecti,on e e A anil,
*€R1.

Proof. Suppose d" is an extreme ray of P. Denote e : llall-la. Then
e - ez e P, since llell : l, so that by assumption ez : ).e for some
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,1 € R+. As llell : llezll : l, we have ).: l, and so e is a projection.
We consider A realized as a sub-C*-algebra of L(H) for a Hilbert space
H. Take beP. X'or every €eH we have (ebef,61 :@e€,e€)1
11ällllefll'z : llåll(ef , §), and so by assumption ebe € ö". Since .4 is the linear
span of P, we have thlus aAa: eAe: Ca. Suppose, conversely, that
dim (aAa) : l. The technique used in the proof of Theorem 3.8 in [16]
shows that a - pe for some nonzero projection e e ,4. and p € Ra. As
ee eAe, we have thus aAa:eAe:Ce. We show that ä"(: ä") is an
extreme ray of P. If 0 < ä ( e, then eb:be: å (see e.g. [5, p. 89]).
Thus b:ebeeeAe: Ce, andso ö:ve for some z€Ra.

Corollary 7. The ertreme rays of the posi,tiae cone of a C*-algebra A are
preciselg the rags generated, bg the projections e e A wi,th dtm (eAe) : L.

In particular, the ertreme rays of the cone of all posi,ti,ae operators on a Hi,l,bert

spa,ce a,re those generateil, by the (orthogonal) project'ions onto one-d,'imensi,onal

swbspaces.

In the next two corollaries A is a C*-algebra, whose socle in the sense

of [tl, p. 46], if it exists, is denoted by §. As before, P : {u e Alu > 0}.
We let [/ denote the union of the extreme rays of P.

Corollary 2. The socle S of A erists i,f and, only i,f P has o,t least one

ertreme rag. If this i,s the case, P n B istheconuerhull,of U, and, S isthe
li,near span of U.

Proof. All statements follou' frorn the above theorem in conjunctiou
with Theorems 5.1, 3.3, 3.10, 3.8 and a.2 in [6].

Corollary 3. Let C denote the set of the com,gtact (equi,oalently, wealclg

completel,y continuous, or weakly semi,completely continuo'tls, see ll8l and,

section 3)elements of A. P has no ertreme rays i,f and, onlg i,f C : {0}. #
C + {0}, then C i,s the closeil, l,'ineur span of U o,nd, C n P i,s the closecl,

canliefr hull of U. The following three cond,i,ti,ons are equiaalent:
(i) A 'i,s d,ual,
(ii) P ,i,s the cl,osed, conuen hull of U,
(iii) A is the closed, l,inear span of U.
Proof. The first two assertions follo'w from Corollary 2 and the fact

that, C #{0} if andonlyif § exists, inwhich case C isthenorm closure
of § (see Theorems 5.1 and 3.10 in p6l). Since every positive u € C can
be approximated in norm rvith elements from § fl P by the same theorems
and Theorem 3.8 in [16], Corollary 2 shorvs that C n P is the closed
convex hull of U, if C + {0}. -4. is knorm to be dual if and only if A : C

[, Corollary 8.3], and on the other hand .4 : C if ancl only if A fi P :
C n P, since / is the linear span of P and C is a linear subspace of
A lL6, Theorem 3.10]. Therefore the last claim follows from the first part
of the corollary.

Rem.arb. All previously known characterizations of a dual C*-algebra
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involve directly the multiplicative structure of the algebra. The existence
of a characterization only in terms of the structure of an ordered Banach
sp&ce, as above, is not surprising, however. For if ,4. and B are C*-algebras
and 7 : A->B alinear, isometric order isomorphism, then T preserves
self-adjointness and the Jordan algebra structure of the spa,ces of self-
adjoint elements in -4 and B (see [6, p. 502] or ll7, p. 331), and it follows
easily that T(Z-rrgl2-Lgr):T(r"A):Tx.Ty for all r,ge A, so

that by the corollary in section 2, A is dual if and only if B is dual. Our
present approach yields a slightly sharper result in this direction:

Corollary 4. Let A and, B be C*-algebras and, T:A-->B a uector

space isomorphism such that Ta ) O i,f and, only i,f a ) 0. Then T maps
the socle of A (rf it eui,sts) onto that of B, and, A is dual i,f and, only i,f
B i,s d,ual,.

Proof. As 7 preserves the propert;, o1 being an extreme ray of the
positive cone, the first assertion is a consequence of Corollary 2. Since 7
is continuous (see the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [17]), the second assertion
follows from the first and the fact that a C*-algebra is dual if and only if
it has a dense socle (see [, Corollary 8.4] or [3, p. 99]).
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